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ABSTRACT 
Background: This work is to be developed which is a security system to generate an alarm AIMS event Evaluating possible to 
robberies Provide greater security and bank cashiers staff responsible for raising money. Objective:  This project is out of Known 
technologies Such artificial as intelligence Which will ASSESS dangerous Situations and artificial Have vision Which will be 
responsible for extracting features That Reflect a possible robbery event So that artificial intelligence Assessed the situation, When 
talking about a feature That Reflects robbery event is to mention an involuntary act as lifting the hands or the fact of putting the 
hands in the chest, In addition, also present GSM technology is Which has the task of notification of a possible event of robbery by a 
call and sending a text message Pi. Conclusion: Implementing machine vision was performed and a neural network in an embedded 
system thanks to the benefits of Raspberry and versatility and optimization library for computer vision Open CV and more libraries 
required in the Python language. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Systems conventional banking security are made up surveillance cameras and other sensors among these 

may be mentioned the panic button which function is through active press the alarm but it must be driven by the 

bank teller, taking into account that some methods of burglaries is to ask the cashier to lift up the hands so that 

not to operate the security system preventing the warning persons in charge of security, with the system held 

what was this are the most common reactions from an ATM during a robbery such as raising hands or hands in 

the chest in order to make activation system automatically this was achieved thanks to the work machine vision 

and neural networks in an embedded system with card the Raspberry pi development.[1] 

The system performs three important processes consisting of artificial vision, artificial intelligence and 

reporting the status of the alarm, the first process is the artificial vision that takes is a snapshot of an image in a 

matrix of pixels which techniques applied image processing in the Python language in order to extract features 

or patterns. 

In the part of the artificial intelligence neural network which is classified into two kinds patterns obtained 

Class[2], it represents that there is an important event pattern heist and the other two kind which no events are 

presented is implemented.[3] 

If notification is made that the neural network output of a class 1 means a state of alarm, notification is done 

through GSM technology making a call to an assigned number and sending a warning message. 
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Methodology: 

Below each of the methods used for the development of embedded system are described. 

 

A. Artificial Vision: 

It can be expressed that the artificial vision (VA) describes the automatic deduction of the structure and 

properties of a possibly dynamic three-dimensional world, either from one or more two-dimensional images of 

the world. On the one hand, this description must be related in some way to the reality that produces the image 

and, on the other, must contain all the information required for the task of interacting with the environment to be 

carried out [4]. 

 

B. Neural Networks: 

Artificial Neural Networks, ANN (Artificial Neural Networks) are inspired by biological neural networks of 

the human brain[5]. They consist of elements that behave similar to the biological neuron in their common 

functions. These elements are arranged in a manner similar to posing the human brain[6]. 

Neural look outside the brain networks have a number of characteristics. For example, the ANN learn from 

experience, previous to generalize new and abstracting the main characteristics of a series of sample data. 

To make this process must meet the following stages: 

• Learning: acquire knowledge of something through study, exercise or experience. Neural networks can 

change their performance based learning environment. 

• Generalizing: neural networks automatically generalize because of its own structure and nature. These 

networks can offer, within a certain margin, correct answers to entries that have small variations due to the 

effects of noise. 

• Abstracting: neural networks essentially capture the important information of the inputs. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Structure of the system 

 

C. Deployed hardware: 

In the picture above we can see the whole system with its attached components. 

In the red box you can see the camera module,  PY camera which is in charge of making capturing images 

which communicates via a flat ribbon with the Raspberry Pi by CSI (camera serial interface) .In the box blue is 

developing card Raspberry pi is responsible for making the information processing perform corresponding 

actions [7]. The yellow box is the GSM module M95 with auxiliary card couplings TTL serial communication 

voltage 5v - 3.3v, this GSM module communicates with the Raspberry pi via the serial protocol bauds. The  

green box 9600 are the GPIO pins on the Raspberry pi, among which are the pins TX and Rx serial 

communication with GSM module are also two GPIO one inning with a ground switch for system shutdown and 

one output for an LED indicating ignition system and activating the alarm. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Block diagram of the system 
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D. Red MLP in Matlab: 

MATLAB has the ANN toolbox that allows working with multilayer artificial neural networks. Simply an 

algorithm that is assigned digits, vectors or matrices will train network and which will validate [8]. It is 

available to the user to configure how many neurons you will use, activation function of each of the layers, 

iterations between neurons, etc. Once the process is complete toolbox in a structure called net delivers all the 

network information, and that is precisely where the weights and thresholds are obtained to take the source code 

[9]. 

  

 
Fig. 3: Neural network training 

 

In Figure 3 the Toolbox (Toolbox) Neural Network MATLAB observed during training. Once It has found 

the weights that ensure at least 80% effective, the toolbox stops and sends the results of the network, the 

network had a 100% effective. 

 

Results 

A. Structure of the main program in Python: 

The structure of the main program as was mentioned above consists of three important processes all 

executed in one script implemented in the Raspberry pi written in the Python programming language and use 

Open CV is Liberia. 

To remember what consist of three processes: 

• Artificial vision 

• Artificial intelligence 

•  Notification alarm. 

 

B. Image Acquisition: 

Now in the main program the camera works as a video resolution of 640x480 and 32 frames per second, in 

which a picture image is loaded to a variable as an array of pixels through the library Open CV language is 

captured Python programming a series of treatments the first is to reduce performed noise is a filter known as 

Gaussian filter which blurs the image obtained, then a transformation is performed to the image from RGB to 

HSV for segmenting one minimum values and maximum HSV and to effect a separation of pixels of specific 

colors, then this obtained image ,It will make a binarization  which it does is pass the pixels of obtained value 1 

and the rest of the image with a value of zero thus obtaining an image is black and white, to remove noise and 

improve the image obtained a technique morphology known as dilation, and after all this a count of pixels of 

value 1 is carried out with this is realized value is the pattern which is then added to our network code 

implemented in the sorted them. 
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Fig. 4: Processing of the image 

 

From left to right and top 

1. Gaussian filter 

2. RGB to HSV 

3. Binarization 

4. Dilation 

5. Outline in regions where skin is. 

 

C. Neural Network: 

In the neural network has 10 neurons in the hidden layer and neuron in the output layer activation function 

for the former is tansig and the output is purelin. 

Once it reaches the value of the pattern extracted in the previous process that goes through the first 10 

neurons which are multiplied by their weights, is added the threshold and tansig function is calculated, the 

output of each neuron in the hidden layer is an input of the output neuron. In the output neuron signals from the 

hidden layer weights they are multiplied by the threshold and the output to be purelin adds, the input is the same 

output 

All this is implemented in Python code which is done with great versatility as the Raspberry Pi has floating 

point and Python have math libraries that allow the direct use of the exponential function, a function which 

allows to calculate the value is performed hyperbolic tangent sigmoid function. The network performs this 

process is the classification of the image by the pattern obtained in two classes, class 1 means that a possible 

event heist and Class 2 presents no event. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Image of class 1 

 

 
Fig. 6: Image of class 2 
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D. Notification of alarm state: 

 When a classification is obtained in an image of class 1 means that there may be a possible heist event, you 

need to make a notification to personnel; this activation should be silent in order to avoid more problems or 

negative impacts to the cashier's why we worked with GSM technology which makes a call and sending a 

message notifying the state of the system, the GSM module communicates with the development board 

Raspberry pi with serial communication protocol with AT commands 

If the network classification was class 2 means that there is no event and the program perform again the 

whole process as an infinite loop repeating the above operations, so will he has informed the Class 1 event 

 

E. Percentage Of Error: 

The results of the classification when photos are evaluated is printed on the screen showing the class that 

owns the photo and a call is made if it belongs to class 1, these were the results obtained with photos of the 

simulation which are ten were chosen randomly 

 
Table 1: Results of validation data 

PICTURE CLASS OF SAMPLES RESULTS OF VALIDATION 

FotoRED320 Class 2 Class 2 

Foto RED19 Class 1 Class 1 

Foto RED20 Class 1 Class 1 

FotoRED619 Class 1 Class 1 

FotoRED319 Class 2 Class 2 

FotoRED220 Class 1 Class 1 

FotoRED420 Class 2 Class 2 

FotoRED620 Class 1 Class 1 

FotoRED219 Class 1 Class 1 

FotoRED520 Class 2 Class 2 

 

The obtained error rate was 0%, 10 photos of random samples that underwent the treatment and achieved 

patterns and network implemented in Python took gave a positive rating, regardless of the order of samples.With 

this result it is expected that by uniting all the algorithms the result is as effective as doing so only with photos 

of samples but with video and image capture in real time. 

 

 
Fig. 7: Result of the validation 

 

Conclusion: 

The development board Raspberry pi because that is a very powerful and versatile tool which allows 

different programming environments and platforms having on hand a development board that delivers the ease 

of interfacing electronics work with an operating system to work complex projects; As it is the case with Liberia 

Python language enabling the implementation Open CV computer vision and artificial intelligence in an 

embedded system and also features vector floating point. 

Another important factor is the low cost which can be purchased compared with other cards in the market 

and not forgetting to mention the technology offered allows the development of new projects that would have 

only been possible by making a large investment or assign a computer in the process making unviable projects. 

For this you choose for a less complex treatment for runtime is not very big so we can make the program in 

real time; you should also consider that you are working with a powerful ARM Cortex 32 bit, but which is short 

with some processes in image processing, these processes are a short on some laptops. 

This does not mean that the Raspberry cannot be implemented treatment of greater complexity that is 

required to understand is that in this project the time factor played a very important value impossible using 

various techniques, but a project where this does not play a major role they could be carried out more complex 

work. 
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implementing machine vision was performed and a neural network in an embedded system thanks to the 

benefits of Raspberry and versatility and optimization library for computer vision Open CV and more libraries 

required in the Python language, reaching allow performing a system security using artificial intelligence and 

computer vision. 

As future works, in the group GISM our work is focus in implementation of a neural network validation and 

training online, this searching that the system learn online, and his behavior always be correct, without take 

advantage of persons or spaces of work. 

 
Fig. 8: Diagram of the sotware 

 

As illustrated in Figure 7 It is reached see an outline of a blue and green boxes in the image obtained in the 

validation of the detected air face and hands. 

 

Knowledge: 

One of the biggest drawbacks found in the project was the environment that not being a fully controlled 

environment allow the introduction of noise in the treatment of unwanted variables which could work with 

another technique treatments, but which have drawbacks they are relatively new techniques and not much 

documentation for implementation is achieved and require a high performance cost of a processor. 
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